High quality synthetic speech on a wide vocal effort continuum: Statistical parametric speech synthesis with glottal pulse library
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1. Introduction

Humans adapt their speech according to auditory environment in order to get the message delivered but without using unnecessary effort. Depending on the context, natural speech might vary from whisper to shouting. This vocal effort continuum is an integral part of human communication, but it is typically not utilized in machine-to-human communication. In order to produce contextually appropriate synthetic speech, the auditory environment and context must be taken into account and speech produced at a corresponding point in the vocal effort continuum.

2. Problem formulation

Modeling speech over a wide vocal effort continuum is not easy. In unit selection synthesis, this would require recording of various large databases along the continuum. In statistical parametric synthesis, two or more smaller databases recorded along the continuum can be used to adapt the normal voice. However, the quality of the adapted voices is not always adequate due to insufficient vocoder techniques, statistical averaging and small amount of data [1].

The problem with any speech synthesis system is that there are too little data, resulting in unheared contexts. However, if some contexts are separated into its components, all combination of the components need not to exist in the speech data. This property is utilized in the recently introduced hybrid unit selection/HMM-based system [2].

3. Hybrid unit selection/HMM-based system

A novel hybrid unit selection/HMM-based method [2], called Glottal Pulse Library technique, is based on using glottal inverse filtering for separating speech signal into a glottal source signal and a vocal tract filter. The estimated glottal source signal is segmented to individual glottal source pulses and parameterised into voice source features. Thus, in the synthesis stage, the excitation signal can be reconstructed by selecting the best matching pulses from the library according to the parameters generated by the HMM. The benefit of such a hybrid unit selection/HMM-based system is that the number of units required for natural sounding synthetic speech is very low since the two components, the glottal source and the vocal tract filter, are separated. Thus, only the varying context or modes of the voice source need to be stored into a pulse library, and the variation due to vocal tract filter is modeled by the HMM.

4. Results

Previously, we have shown that the glottal inverse filtering based vocoder [3] can successfully produce natural and very intelligible Lombard speech [4]. In this paper, we show that the glottal pulse library technique can successfully create a continuum from low to high vocal effort by using small pulse libraries along the continuum. We also explore new parameters for describing the glottal source pulses; we use traditional voice quality parameters, such as H1-H2 [5] and NAQ [6], as a target cost in the selection of the library pulses. Moreover, the pulse library method is faster than our previous implementation of the glottal inverse filtering based vocoder [3].
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